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1. Introduction
1.A.- The JUNCOS RACING E-CHAMPS – FIXED CHALLENGE it’s organized by the Official
Juncos Racing Team. The objective of this championship is to provide good
competition and the provide to the participants the possibility of developing their
driving skills
1.B.- This rulebook adds to the GENERAL RULEBOOK, plus the general behavior
rulebook of www.iracing.com
1. C. - The drivers who inscribes to this tournament, accepts all the terms and rules
here described.
2. Fixed Challenge Tournament - General
2. A. - This championship will consist in 6 races, one race per week.
2. B. - The first 5 races will be held with drivers of similar iRating score. (The division of
the groups will be in descendent order)
2. C. - Anyone who wants to take part in this championship must complete all the
required information on the following link:
https://www.esports.juncosracing.com/index.php/product/fixed-challenge/. You also must
pay the inscription fee in order to complete your registration in the championship.
2. D. - This championship requires a minimum Safety Rating of D 2.0 in order to be able
to participate drivers must meet this requirement during the entire championship. If a
participant drops below the minimum SR score, he won’t be able to participate in any
event until he meets the required score again.
2.F.- If two or more drivers are tied on iRating score, to determine who gets in the
superior division the administrators will compare those drivers SR score, the one with
the higher score achieves the position in a higher division. If the tie still persists,
drivers will be assigned to them divisions by inscription order.
2. G. - 7. - Participants must send a payment receipt to the following e-Mail
esports@juncosracing.com , in order to confirm the inscription to this championship.
3. Car
3. A. - The car to be driven in this championship is the Cadillac CTS-V Racecar, included
in the base content of the iRacing service.
3. B. - Setup is fixed and it will be provided by the administrators. Drivers will receive
the setup to be used one week before each race.
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4. Tracks
4. A. - The tracks that will be raced in this championship are also included in the base
subscription of the iRacing service.
4. B. - Race 1-> Charlotte Motor Speedway – Roval
Race 2 -> Lime Rock Park – Classic
Race 3 -> [Legacy] Silverstone Circuit – 2008 - Historical Grand Prix
Race 4 -> [Legacy] Texas Motor Speedway – 2009 –Road Course Combined
Race 5 -> WeatherTech Raceway at Laguna Seca - Full Course
FINAL RACE - - > [Legacy] Daytona International Speedway – 2008 – Road Course
4. C. - Tracks may vary according to particular external issues, the ones were
administrators have no responsibility.
4. D. - Races will take part every Wednesday, during 6 consecutive weeks
5. Weather Conditions
5. A. - Weather conditions will be the same for every race:
Values expressed in Imperial Scale

Values expressed in Metrical Scale
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6. General Host Configuration
6. A. - The following configuration will be the same for every race:
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7. SCORE
7. A. - Score table
POS
Points
1
110
2
90
3
78
4
68
5
60
6
55
7
50
8
45
9
40
10
35
11
32
12
29
13
26
14
23
15
20
16
18
17
16
18
14
19
12
20
10
21
9
22
8
23
7
24
6
25
4
7. B. - Extra Points





POLE POSITION: +5 Points
FASTEST LAP: +2 Points
0 (ZERO) INCIDENTS: +10 Points
MOST LAPS AS RACE LEADER: +10 Points

7. C. - The driver who wins the race won’t be eligible to be handed the extra points for
most laps as race leader
7. D. - Score Penalties
 MOST INCIDENTS: -5 Points
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8. Championship Stages
8. A. - This is a 2 stage championship, those are the Regular Stage & the Great Final
8-B. - Each division of drivers will be limited to a maximum of 25 in both stages.
8. C. - Regular Stage
8. B.1. - The Regular Stage consists of 5 races (see point 4), the scores obtained
during this stage will define the drivers final position in each division.
8. D. - Grand Finale
8. B.2. - To qualify for the Grand Finale the drivers must finish in a certain
position inside each division. Those positions will be informed after de inscription
deadline.
8.B.3.- For example, if there were 4 divisions, 8 drivers would qualify from the
“A” Division, 8 from the B, 5 from the C & 4 from the D. (this values may vary in
relation with the total amount of drivers))
9. PRIZES
9.1 - “CHAMPION” of the Grand Finale will receive
+ Prize cash of 150 U$D
+ 1 new car on iRacing
+ 1 new track on iRacing
+ FREE inscription for the next Open Challenge e-Champ or a 35% discount voucher to
be used on the next Fixed e-Champs
9.2 - "SUB-CHAMPION” of the Grand Finale will receive:
+ Prize cash of 100 U$D
+ 1 new car on iRacing
+ 1 new track on iRacing
+ A 30% discount voucher to be used on the next Fixed e-Champs.
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9.3 – 3RD place of the Grand Finale will receive:
+ Prize cash of 50 U$D
+ 1 new car on iRacing
+ 1 new track on iRacing
+ A 25% discount voucher to be used on the next Fixed e-Champs.
9.4 – 4TH Place of the Grand Finale, will receive:
+ 1 new car on iRacing
+ 1 new track on iRacing
+ A 20% discount voucher to be used on the next Fixed e-Champs.
9.5 – 5TH Place of the Grand Finale, will receive:
+ 1 new car on iRacing
+ 1 new track on iRacing
+ A 15% discount voucher to be used on the next Fixed e-Champs
9.6 - 6th to 10th place of the Great Final, will receive:
+ 1 new car on Iracing
+ 1 new car on iRacing
+ A 10% discount voucher to be used on the next Fixed e-Champs
9.7 – Prizes for taking part of the Regular Stage
All of the drivers who couldn’t qualify for the Great Final will receive:
+ A 10% discount voucher to be used on the next Fixed e-Champs*.
*(discounts are not acumulable).
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